Experience the beauty of a traditional wedding ceremony

Samurai Cultural Night Wedding Ceremony
Organizer：Kanazawa Adventures Inc.
Enjoy a truly special Japanese wedding experience and photoshoot for
memories that will last a lifetime.
Japanese weddings truly are a sight to behold. Enjoy a
rare oppourtunity to experience a traditional wedding
ceremony and all that it entails. Begin by visiting the
local ancient shrine for a purification ceremony, then
stroll the classic streets of Higashiyama for some oncein-a-lifetime photos. End the experience with a
beautiful kaiseki dinner that highlights local delicacies
in a historic restaurant.
Exploring the beauty of Kanazawa at night

Samurai Cultural Street Walk & Local Izakaya Experience
Organizer：Maruichi KANKO Co.,Ltd
Explore the beauty of Kanazawa in the evening to enjoy famous sights
lit-up as well as an izakaya dining experience.
This guided tour will take you through some of the
best Kanazawa has to offer in the evening. On select
days, some of the highlights of the city are bathed in
light to offer a whole new perspective and a chance
to take some breathtaking photos.
Wind down with the group at a local izakaya, rubbing
shoulders with the locals and trying must-eat izakaya
food and local specialities.
Stroll historic Higashiyama and meet with a local expert

Kaga Yuzen and Nature: a night of culture and authentic
textile dying
Organizer：TABITAIKEN
This evening take a stroll of the historic Higashiyama neighbourhood while tasting
some traditional food and your trying hand at textile dying

On the way to meeting our Kaga Yuzen expert,
wander the streets of Higashiyama to discover the
beauty of the area as seen through the eyes of locals.
Upon arriving at the workshop, learn the details of
creating a Kaga Yuzen masterpiece, after which you
will be able to give it a go for yourself. Feel the roots
of Kanazawa craftwork in this unforgettable hands-on
experience.

Discover the wonders of Japanese festivals

Kanazawa "Matsuri" Night Experience
Organizer：Kohaku inc.
An exclusive look into the world of Japanese festivals alongside
seasoned local performers.
This evening's experience is all about exploring the
wonders of Japanese festvials alongside the actual
participants.
Making use of the beautiful machiya setting, the
evening begins with a short video to fully understand
and become immersed in what a traditional Japanese
festival is like. Afterwards, you will then be treated to a
"lion dance" by the performers as well as the music as
played during the festival. A rare oppourtunity to see
the beautiful dance up close in a private setting,
something that even many locals do not get to
experience.

Explore the fish market at Kanazawa Port

Kanazawa Fishireman's Wharf Night Exploration Tour
Organizer：Reach KANAZAWA
This evening, explore one of the few ports that not only open their
fish market to foreigners, but also hold an evening fish auction.
While the best time to see many fish markets
elsewhere is in the early morning, Kanazawa port has
a busy evening period which you can experience for
yourself in all its lively glory.
Not only will you hear from those who know the
details of the market well, but you will also enter one
of the industrial freezers where the fish are stored and
head to the fishermen's foodhall to enjoy a simple
meal of the days local catch.

